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Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
In Oracle Applications R12, where will you find information
regarding minimum or required settings for database
initialization parameters?
A. adconfig.txt
B. applora.txt
C. applprod.txt
D. applcust.txt
E. appl&lt;sid&gt;.txt
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
"When earnings have once been
"realized", so that they can
be expressed
with some approach to accuracy in the company's accounts, they
are already water under the mill and have no direct bearing on
what the property in question is now worth. Value, under any
plausible theory of capitalized earning power is necessarily
forward looking. It is an expression of the advantage that an
owner of the property may expect to secure from the ownership
in the future. The past earnings are therefore beside the
point, save as a possible index of future earnings". This
statement correctly expresses:
A. Enterprise value
B. Realized earning verses prospective earnings
C. Realized earnings
D. Prophesied gross and net earnings
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
In your CDB, DEPTCDB, local undo is enabled. You successfully
execute this command:
FLASHBACK PLUGGABLE DATABASE hrpdb to SCN 424366;
Which action must you perform next?
A. Open DEPTCDBwith RESETLOGS
B. Take a backup of DEPTCDB
C. Open HRPDBwith RESETLOGS
D. Take a backup of HRPDB
E. Open HRPDB
F. Open DEPTPDB
Answer: C

Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Reference:
http://dbaclass.com/article/performance-flashback-pluggable-dat
abasepdb-oracle-12-2/
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